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ABSTRACT
HABITAT USE BY BOTTLENOSE DOLPHINS, TURSIOPS TRUNCATUS, IN
ROANOKE SOUND, NORTH CAROLINA
by Shauna Marisa McBride
December 2016
Information on the habitat use of a species is important to develop conservation
efforts and management strategies for that species. Roanoke Sound, North Carolina is
primarily a seasonal habitat for bottlenose dolphins, Tursiops truncatus, from late spring
to early fall, but little information is known about how dolphins use this area. Transect
survey data and opportunistic survey data collected by the Outer Banks Center for
Dolphin Research from 2009 to 2015 were used to analyze dolphin habitat use. The
objectives of this project were to: 1) identify areas that were important to dolphins, 2)
determine which behaviors were observed in these areas and whether dolphin groups with
calves used these areas, 3) compare the results from opportunistic surveys to the results
from transect surveys to determine their reliability, and 4) determine if environmental
variables influence dolphin density. The Hot Spot Getis-Ord Gi* spatial statistic was used
to identify areas of significant use. Transect hot spots in the southern part of Roanoke
Sound were used for feeding, traveling, and by dolphin groups with calves. Most
opportunistic hot spots were in the boat channel and were affected by survey bias. To
improve validity of hot spots using opportunistic survey data, weighted behavioral rates
were examined. From opportunistic data, this analysis identified a feeding hot spot in the
middle boat channel and milling hot spots near the mouth of an estuary. Environmental
variables did not significantly influence transect dolphin group density. The hot spot
ii

results suggest that the southern part of Roanoke Sound serves as a seasonal feeding
habitat and a transit route between the inshore estuaries and the Atlantic Ocean. This
study is the first to analyze dolphin habitat use in Roanoke Sound and provides valuable
information on dolphin foraging sites, transit areas, and potential calf nursery areas for
conservation and stock management in this area. This study also presents a new analysis
that may be used to examine habitat use with presence-only data.
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CHAPTER I - INTRODUCTION
Bottlenose Dolphin Habitat Use
Information on the habitat use of a species is often important to address the
conservation needs of that species and develop efficient management strategies (Wilson,
Thompson, & Hammond, 1997). Habitat use refers to the way an animal uses the
available physical and biological resources within its range. An animal may use an area
for a variety of activities such as foraging, parental care, and escape from predators
(Krausman, 1999). Bottlenose dolphins, Tursiops truncatus, inhabit a wide variety of
habitats, such as inshore estuaries, bays, and sounds, nearshore coastal areas, and pelagic
waters. Dolphin habitat use has been examined in many study areas (Acevedo, 1991;
Allen, Read, Gaudet, & Sayigh, 2001; Ballance, 1992; Barros & Wells, 1998; Hanson &
Defran, 1993; Harzen, 1998; Hastie, Wilson, & Thompson, 2003; Hastie, Wilson,
Wilson, Parsons, & Thompson, 2004; Ingram & Rogan, 2002; Irvine, Scott, Wells, &
Kaufman, 1981; McHugh, Allen, Barelycorn, & Wells, 2011; Scott, Wells, & Irvine,
1990; Sargeant, Wirsing, Heithaus, & Mann, 2007; Shane, 1990; Simões-Lopes &
Fabian, 1999; Sini, Canning, Stockin, & Pierce, 2005; Wilson et al., 1997). These studies
showed that habitat characteristics, such as depth, slope, and submerged aquatic
vegetation, influence dolphin distribution and habitat use but different results are reported
across survey areas.
Seasonal distributions of dolphins inhabiting inshore, shallow seagrass beds
during summer months and moving to deeper channels and coastal areas during the
winter have been observed in Sarasota Bay, Florida and Sanibel Island, Florida. It was
hypothesized that the seasonal movements of these dolphins were at least in part a
1

response to the seasonal movements of prey such as striped mullet, Mugil cephalus,
which inhabit inshore, shallow bays and estuaries during the spring and summer and
spawn offshore during the winter (Barros & Wells, 1998; Irvine et al., 1981; Scott et al.,
1990; Shane, 1990). Shallow seagrass beds may also provide nursery areas for dolphins
with calves as well as support prey species (Wells, Irvine, & Scott, 1980). These studies
found that shallow, seagrass beds were important resources to dolphins in these areas and
influenced their habitat use. Allen and colleagues (2001) conducted a fine-scale analysis
of a similar area in Clearwater, Florida and found that dolphins preferred dredged or
natural channels and spoil island areas for foraging compared to shallow areas with
seagrass beds during the summer months. The authors concluded that the seagrass beds
are indirectly important to dolphins in their study site because they support common prey
species, specifically pinfish (Lagodon rhomboides), but dolphins prefer the steep
channels to act as barriers to capture prey (Allen et al., 2001).
Channels with steep slopes may increase dolphin foraging efficiency by
concentrating prey species and limiting their potential escape routes. Bottlenose dolphins
have also been observed to forage more often in deep channels with steep slopes in areas
such as Moray Firth, Scotland and Shannon estuary, Ireland (Hastie et al., 2003; Hastie et
al., 2004; Ingram & Rogan, 2002; Wilson et al., 1997). The mouths of estuaries may also
provide efficient foraging sites for dolphins since dolphins have been reported to forage
in the mouths of estuaries across multiple study areas. Estuaries can be highly productive
and provide an ideal location for dolphin prey species to forage. The concentration of
dolphin prey species in the mouths of estuaries likely attracts dolphins to these areas to
feed (Acevedo, 1991; Ballance, 1992; Hanson & Defran, 1993; Harzen, 1998).
2

Habitat characteristics such as depth, slope, distance to shore, and presence of
seagrass have been found to influence dolphin habitat use in multiple study sites (Barros
& Wells, 1998; Hastie et al., 2003; Hastie et al., 2004; Ingram & Rogan, 2002; Miller &
Baltz, 2009; Shane, 1990; Wilson et al., 1997; Würsig & Würsig, 1979). Environmental
variables, such as water temperature and salinity, can vary greatly across study sites and
potentially influence dolphin habitat use. For example, water temperature was
significantly correlated with dolphin abundance and may influence dolphin seasonal
migrations in the nearshore waters of Virginia Beach, Virginia (Barco, Swingle,
McLellan, Harris & Pabst, 1999). In the Barataria Basin off the coast of Louisiana, water
temperature and salinity were found to influence the distribution of dolphin foraging
behavior (Miller & Baltz, 2009). Shane (1990) did not find a significant correlation
between water temperature and the behavior of dolphins in Sanibel Island, Florida. These
studies show that the interaction between environmental variables and dolphin habitat use
varies across study sites.
These habitat use studies show that differences in habitat characteristics,
environmental variables, prey availability, and prey distribution can greatly influence
dolphin distribution and behavior, and may explain the differences observed in dolphin
habitat use across study sites. This variation across habitat use studies also indicates that
a site-specific study is needed in order to understand habitat use for a local dolphin
community (Ingram & Rogan, 2002). This study examined habitat use of bottlenose
dolphins in Roanoke Sound, North Carolina, which is located in the northern Outer
Banks. Because no study has examined the habitat use patterns of the Roanoke Sound
dolphin community, this study provides the first observations of dolphin habitat use in
3

this area. The information gained from this study can be used to address the conservation
needs and management of this dolphin community.
Inshore Dolphins of North Carolina
The inshore waters of North Carolina, which include bays, sounds, and estuaries
interior to the Outer Banks barrier islands, are inhabited by dolphins which may migrate
seasonally. Read and colleagues (2003) estimated that 1,033 dolphins (95% CI [860,
1,266]) inhabited the inshore waters of North Carolina in July 2000. Dolphins were most
frequently observed in shallow water habitats along shorelines and were rarely sighted in
open waters in the middle of large sounds and estuaries, although survey effort was also
more concentrated along shorelines. Very few dolphins moved between the northern and
southern regions of the inshore waters of North Carolina. It was noted that the habitats
between these two regions differed in physical structure and biotic factors and that these
differences may have contributed to potential population structure (Read, Urian, Wilson,
& Waples, 2003).
The Roanoke Sound dolphin community belongs to the Northern North Carolina
Estuarine System Stock (NNCES) (Waring, Josephson, Maze-Foley, & Rosel, 2014). A
stock is defined as a group of marine mammals within the same species or subspecies that
inhabit a common area and interbreed when mature, according to the Marine Mammal
Protection Act [16 U.S.C. 1362A]. The home range for this stock is currently defined as
inshore bays, sounds, estuaries, and coastal areas less than one kilometer (km) from the
barrier islands of the Outer Banks that extend from Beaufort, North Carolina to southern
Virginia, including the lower Chesapeake Bay, Virginia (Waring et al., 2014). In July
2013, a photo-identification study was conducted in the Pamlico-Albemarle Estuarine
4

Complex to estimate the population abundance for the NNCES. Gorgone and colleagues
(2014) estimated a lower bound of 823 dolphins (95% posterior interval = 733 – 931
dolphins) and an upper bound of 873 dolphins (95% posterior interval = 775 – 989
dolphins). The NNCES exhibits seasonal movements between the inshore estuaries and
coastal waters (< 3 km from shore) along the Outer Banks barrier islands. During the
winter, dolphins from this stock migrate south to the southern Outer Banks and inhabit
coastal waters between New River, south of Beaufort, North Carolina, and Cape Hatteras,
North Carolina (Waring et al., 2014). This seasonal migration pattern is potentially
influenced by seasonal changes in water temperature and prey availability (Kenney,
1990; Waring et al., 2014). This region has been tentatively identified as the home range
for the NNCES. As more data are gathered on this particular stock, the geographic
boundaries of the NNCES range and estimates of abundance may change.
The Roanoke Sound dolphin community inhabits the study area from
approximately May through October. The Outer Banks Center for Dolphin Research
collects photo-identification and behavioral data on this seasonal community. This
organization is a contributor to the Mid-Atlantic Bottlenose Dolphin Photo-ID Catalog
(MABDC), which is a compilation of submitted photo-identification catalogs from
multiple study sites along the eastern coast from New Jersey to northern Florida (Urian,
Hohn, & Hansen, 1999). To date, Roanoke Sound dolphins have been reported from
Virginia Beach, Virginia and Beaufort, North Carolina. Some dolphins migrate
seasonally to inhabit areas near Beaufort, North Carolina from November through April
and return to Roanoke Sound during the warmer months. It is likely that some dolphins
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exhibit seasonal residency to Roanoke Sound since they have been re-sighted over
multiple years (J. Taylor, personal communication, September 16, 2014).
Transect Survey Methods and Opportunistic Survey Methods
Transect surveys provide a standardized method to observe an area, but these
surveys can be expensive and it can be difficult to obtain large numbers of observations.
In many areas, data collected from opportunistic platforms, such as wildlife ecotours, can
often be more easily accessible and less expensive to obtain than those from dedicated
transect surveys. However, opportunistic data may be biased if survey effort is more
concentrated in certain areas due to travel distance, time constraints, and priorities for
passenger satisfaction. Survey bias can skew results and lead to inaccurate conclusions
about species abundance, distribution, and habitat use (MacLeod, Mandleberg, Schweder,
Bannon, & Pierce, 2008; Rondinini, Wilson, Boitani, Grantham, & Possingham, 2006).
Despite this, opportunistic data can provide useful information about a species once
survey bias and limitations of the data are assessed and the data are analyzed with these
limitations in mind (Hauser, VanBlaricom, Holmes, & Osborne, 2006). This study
analyzed data from both transect surveys and opportunistic surveys conducted in
Roanoke Sound.
The Outer Banks Center for Dolphin Research collected photo-identification data
using both transect surveys and opportunistic surveys. Transect surveys followed a
standardized route that covers most of Roanoke Sound. Opportunistic surveys were
conducted on a local wildlife ecotour boat based in Nags Head, North Carolina and
collected presence-only data in which survey effort was not recorded. The ecotour boat
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initially searched for dolphins in the narrow middle area near the ecotour launch site
before searching other areas in Roanoke Sound.
Study Objectives and Hypotheses
The objectives of this study were to identify if areas in Roanoke Sound were used
by dolphins significantly more often than other areas and to determine which behaviors,
such as feed, mill, social, and travel, were most often observed in these areas. Habitat use
was also examined for dolphin groups with calves to determine if these groups used areas
significantly more often in Roanoke Sound. The hypotheses for these objectives were that
hot spots, which are areas that were used significantly by dolphins, existed in Roanoke
Sound and these hot spots would overlap with behavioral hot spots, which indicated these
areas were used significantly for behaviors such as feeding and traveling. Feeding
behavior was expected to be clustered in areas near submerged aquatic vegetation and
areas that have steep slopes (Allen et al., 2001; Barros & Wells, 1998; Hastie et al., 2003;
Hastie et al., 2004; Ingram & Rogan, 2002; Irvine et al., 1981; Scott et al., 1990; Shane,
1990; Wilson et al., 1997). Dolphin groups with calves were expected to significantly use
shallow areas with submerged aquatic vegetation since these areas may offer protection
from predators and access to prey for mothers (Wells et al., 1980).
Another objective of this study was to determine whether hot spots from
opportunistic data were reliable with transect hot spots and determine whether
opportunistic data can provide useful information on dolphin habitat use. The hypothesis
for this objective was that opportunistic hot spot results would exhibit survey bias due to
the unequal distribution of survey effort. This survey bias would reduce the reliability
between opportunistic results and transect results. The opportunistic data may still
7

provide useful information on habitat use by providing data to calculate the rate of
behavioral occurrence distributed across the survey area.
The final objective for this study was to examine the interaction between transect
dolphin group density and several habitat characteristics and environmental variables:
depth, slope, distance to shore, distance to submerged aquatic vegetation (SAV), water
temperature, and salinity. The hypothesis for this objective was that variation in transect
dolphin group density would be influenced by variation in one or more environmental
variables. Dolphin density was expected to increase as distance to submerged aquatic
vegetation decreased since dolphins have been reported to forage more often in or near
seagrass beds (Barros & Wells, 1998; Irvine et al., 1981; Scott et al., 1990; Shane, 1990).
Dolphin density was also expected to increase as slope increased because dolphins have
also been observed to forage in areas with steep slopes (Hastie et al., 2003; Hastie et al.,
2004; Ingram & Rogan, 2002; Wilson et al., 1997).

8

CHAPTER II – METHODS
Survey Area
The Roanoke Sound is part of the Albemarle Estuary System, which is a drowned
river valley that has eight rivers and numerous tributaries that drain freshwater from the
mainland into the estuary. The Albemarle Estuary System drains through Roanoke and
Croatan Sounds towards Oregon Inlet that leads out to the Atlantic Ocean (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Map of Roanoke Sound.
The red circles represent the launch site for both transect surveys (left circle) and opportunistic surveys (right circle).

The entire estuary system is estimated to cover 1,243 km2, and Roanoke Sound
comprises a small portion of this area. The east to west dimension of the Albemarle
Estuary System is approximately 88 km and averages 11 km north to south (Giese,
Wilder, & Parker, 1985). Roanoke Sound is 5 to 11 km wide and separates Roanoke
Island from the barrier islands that compose the northern Outer Banks. Albemarle Sound
9

is north of Roanoke Sound and Pamlico Sound is south of the survey area. The boat
channel is located close to the shore of Roanoke Island. The northern part of Roanoke
Sound refers to the open area north of the Washington Baum Bridge. The middle part of
Roanoke Sound is the narrow area where Washington Baum Bridge crosses Roanoke
Sound. The southern part of Roanoke Sound refers to the area around Duck Island, Old
House Channel and Oregon Inlet.
Data Collection
Transect Surveys
Transect surveys began in June 2008, but a standardized transect route was not
created until 2009. This transect route was initially divided into north and south routes
and the field team attempted to cover each portion at least once a month, alternating route
order. There were no standardized transect waypoints to mark the north route and the
trackline of the transect boat was not recorded on a GPS, so north route surveys were
excluded from analyses. South transect routes that followed the standardized transect
waypoints were retained for analyses. The south route was estimated to be 56.7 km. At
the end of 2011, the north and south transect routes were joined into a single full transect
route that covered the entire survey area. The single transect route was attempted at least
once each month and was about 105.4 km long. The full transect survey route was
modified in 2014 to reduce the number of northern cross sections. The modified transect
survey route was about 87 km long (range = 74 km - 110 km) (Figure 2).

10

Figure 2. Transect survey routes.
Maps of the south transect route from 2009 to 2011 (left), the full transect route from 2012 to 2014 (center), and the modified full
transect route from 2014 to 2015 (right).

South transect surveys and full transect surveys followed the standardized transect
waypoints. Transect survey tracklines were recorded using a GPS from the end of 2011
through 2015. Transect surveys were typically conducted during April through November
each year. The attempt was made to conduct surveys year-round, yet the only survey
outside of April through November was in February 2009. Transect surveys used a
closing mode of approach in which a group of dolphins was approached by the boat,
photo-identification and behavioral data were collected, and transect survey effort
resumed as the boat returned to the transect route (Dawson, Wade, Slooten, & Barlow,
2008).
During transect surveys, the principal investigator of the Outer Banks Center for
Dolphin Research and at least one researcher took photos of dolphins’ dorsal fins for
photo-identification, collected environmental data, and recorded behavioral data.
Information collected during these sightings included a GPS coordinate for both the start
location and end location, time, group size, number of calves, weather conditions, water
11

temperature, salinity, and behavioral state. Behavioral state was recorded if any dolphin
was observed to engage in that behavior at any point during the sighting. Behavioral state
definitions are provided in Table 1 and were adapted from Urian and Wells (1996).
Table 1
Behavioral State Definitions
Behavioral State
Feed
Probable Feed
Mill
Social
Travel

Definition
Dolphin is observed with a fish in mouth
Fish chase, multiple fast surfacings, tail-out dives/peduncle-out
dives
Non-directional movement
Active interactions with other individuals
Directional movement with regular surfacings

Opportunistic Surveys
Opportunistic data have been collected onboard the Nags Head Dolphin Watch
boat since June 2008. Wildlife ecotours are scheduled at various times from May to early
October (Table 2).
Table 2
Wildlife Ecotour Schedule for Opportunistic Surveys
Early May –
Mid May
9:00
10:00
12:00
13:00
15:00
18:00

Mid May –
Mid June

Mid June –
Aug*
Ecotour

Ecotour
One ecotour
at variable
times

Early Sept –
Mid Sept

Mid Sept –
Early Oct

Ecotour
Ecotour

Ecotour

Ecotour
Ecotour
Ecotour*

One ecotour
at variable
times

Schedule for Tuesday through Thursday only; two ecotours were scheduled on Monday and Saturday. * Evening ecotour at 18:00 was
added in 2013 for Wednesday through Friday.

Ecotours were two to two and a half hours long and launched from the right side of the
Washington Baum Bridge (Figure 1). A second ecotour boat was added to the schedule in
12

2015 and some of these ecotours overlapped in observing the same dolphin group at the
same time. Only opportunistic surveys from 2009 to 2014 were used for habitat use
analyses since the addition of a second ecotour boat in 2015 could have resulted in
overlapping ecotours recording the same dolphin group and introduced additional
sampling bias. It is possible that sampling bias was introduced by the wildlife ecotour
boat approaching some of the same dolphins at different times on days in which multiple
ecotours were scheduled. Group members and behaviors can often change over the
duration of a sighting so it is likely that these variables also changed between ecotours.
Each group sighting represents an independent observation, regardless of group
membership.
During opportunistic surveys, the principal investigator trained a seasonal
researcher/naturalist for three to four ecotours on data collection protocols to establish
interobserver reliability before a new researcher/naturalist was able to collect data
without the principal investigator present. An experienced ecotour captain also assisted
the researcher/naturalist with dolphin group size estimation and other data recording
during all opportunistic ecotour surveys. The track of the wildlife ecotour boat was not
recorded with a GPS; thus, opportunistic survey effort was not recorded.
Transect Hot Spot Analysis
The transect survey routes’ spatial reference system was changed by projecting
the survey routes from WGS 1984 to WGS 1984 World Mercator in ArcGIS 10.X
(Redlands, CA). The standardized transect waypoints were used to project the transect
surveys from 2009 to 2011. Tracklines recorded by the GPS were projected when
available from the end of 2011 to 2015. Survey mileage was calculated for each survey
13

route. A 1 km x 1 km grid was created to cover the spatial extent of the survey area. This
grid size was chosen because the average distance between the start coordinate and end
coordinate of a dolphin sighting was 1 km which enabled spatial analysis of the data
without losing any dolphin sighting data. The location of a dolphin group was represented
by the centroid of the start coordinate and end coordinate of its sighting. The centroid
provides a general location of where the dolphins moved throughout the sighting while
data were recorded. Transect survey mileage and the number of dolphin groups were
calculated for each grid cell. Grid cells that contained at least 1.41 km of survey effort
were exported for hot spot analyses; 1.41 km was the minimum amount of survey effort
required for the boat to transverse the 1 km2 grid cell. The number of dolphin groups was
divided by the total amount of transect survey effort for each grid cell in order to obtain a
value of dolphin groups per transect survey kilometer (dolphin groups/survey km) to
represent dolphin group density for each grid cell. The Getis-Ord Gi* hot spot analysis
was used to identify clusters of high values (hot spots) of dolphin group density and
clusters of low values (cold spots) of dolphin group density across the survey area (see
Appendix A). An observed local sum of dolphin group density, which is the sum of a grid
cell and its neighboring grid cells, was calculated for each grid cell. The Getis-Ord Gi*
statistic compared this observed local sum to an expected local sum. This expected local
sum was based on the global summation of the number of dolphin groups and extent of
the survey area (Getis & Ord, 1992). A z-score and its associated p-value were calculated
for each grid cell based on the ratio of observed local sum to expected local sum to
indicate the spatial distribution of hot spots and cold spots. Grid cells with high values of
dolphin group density tended to be hot spots with statistically significant z-scores only
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when they were also surrounded by other grid cells with high values of dolphin group
density such that the observed local sum was very different than the expected local sum
and this deviation was not a result of random chance (ArcGIS Resource Center, 2012;
Getis & Ord, 1992).
The methods for the hot spot analysis in this study were adapted from Smith and
colleagues (2013). The average distance between neighboring dolphin groups was
determined for the transect dataset. This distance was used as the starting distance
threshold to detect peaks in spatial autocorrelation of transect dolphin group density
values using the ‘Incremental Spatial Autocorrelation’ (ISA) tool. This tool ran a series of
Global Moran’s I statistics at various distances to detect whether similar values of
transect dolphin group density clustered together across space. The first ISA peak was
used as the distance threshold for the hot spot analysis (see Appendix A). A spatial
weights matrix file was created to specify the first ISA peak as the distance threshold for
the hot spot analysis and added the criterion that a minimum of eight neighboring grid
cells must be considered when calculating the local sum for each grid cell (Getis & Ord,
1992). If eight neighboring grid cells were not within this distance threshold, then the
distance threshold was extended such that the criterion of including a minimum of eight
neighboring grid cells when calculating the grid cell’s local sum for the hot spot analysis
was met.
It is possible that Type I error inflation was introduced during multiple
comparisons associated with each grid cell during the calculation of the Getis-Ord Gi*
statistic for hot spot analyses (Ord & Getis, 1995). Type I error occurs if a hot spot was
identified in an area that was not used significantly by dolphins and provides a false
15

positive result. A Type II error occurs if a hot spot was not identified in an area that
dolphins used significantly and provides a false negative result. Although a Bonferroni
correction has been suggested to control for this Type 1 error inflation, this correction can
be too conservative for large sample sizes (Getis & Ord, 1992, Ord & Getis, 1995). For
example, a Bonferroni correction for the opportunistic data would result in a significance
value (alpha level) of .00003556 to identify significant hot spots. Therefore, the
significance value was adjusted to .001 (p < .001) to standardize the interpretation of hot
spot results across survey methods and reduce inflation for Type 1 error. Hot spots at
significance values of .05 (p < .05) and .01 (p < .01) were retained to assess trends in
dolphin group clustering patterns and identify areas where dolphin groups exhibit close to
significant clustering patterns. Hot spots at p < .05 and hot spots at p < .01 are referred to
as potential hot spots throughout this study.
Transect dolphin groups that were observed to feed, mill, socialize or travel were
used for transect behavioral hot spot analyses. Feed and probable feed behaviors were
combined for the feed hot spot analysis. Each behavioral state was analyzed separately
and the significant behavioral hot spots were intersected using the ‘Intersect’ tool to
examine overlap with transect survey population hot spots. The distribution of dolphin
groups with calves was also analyzed to determine if dolphin groups with calves used
specific areas in Roanoke Sound. Only the presence of calves was considered for
inclusion in the calf hot spot analysis so the number of calves in the group was not
weighted in the calf hot spot analysis.
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Opportunistic Hot Spot Analysis
A Pearson’s chi-square was used to compare the percentages of behavioral states
recorded on transect surveys and opportunistic surveys to determine whether behavioral
state differences existed between datasets. Opportunistic dolphin groups observed to feed,
mill, socialize or travel were selected for opportunistic behavioral hot spot analyses
similar to the transect behavioral hot spot analysis. Opportunistic dolphin groups with
calves were also analyzed to determine opportunistic calf hot spots. Opportunistic hot
spots were compared to transect hot spots obtained from the transect data that was
collected from 2009 to 2014. The transect surveys during 2015 were excluded from these
comparisons in order to standardize the temporal period of data collection between
transect and opportunistic surveys. This allowed for transect and opportunistic hot spot
results to be directly comparable and removed the potential confound of analyzing
transect data and opportunistic data from two different temporal periods.
A 1 km x 1 km survey grid was created for the survey area that directly
overlapped with the transect survey grid. The number of opportunistic dolphin groups
was calculated for each grid cell. The number of dolphin groups per grid cell was used
for the opportunistic hot spot analyses. Survey effort was not able to be controlled for in
the opportunistic dataset because there was no GPS tracking of the boat during wildlife
ecotours. Opportunistic grid cells that overlapped with the previously exported transect
grid cells were analyzed to maintain equal sample sizes between opportunistic and
transect analyses. The methods used in the transect hot spot analyses were applied to the
opportunistic dataset which identified clusters of similar values for dolphin groups per
grid cell.
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Behavioral Rate Hot Spot Analysis
Behavioral rates within each grid cell were analyzed in order to identify areas
where specific behaviors occurred more frequently than expected. Behavioral rates were
defined as the number of dolphin groups that were observed engaging in a specific
behavior (behavior groups) in a grid cell divided by the total number of dolphin groups in
a grid cell. If multiple behaviors were observed for a dolphin group, then the dolphin
group was included in the analysis for each observed behavior. The limitation with
analyzing behavioral rates for each grid cell was that the number of dolphin groups varied
across grid cells. More extreme behavioral rates are easily obtained with grid cells that
have lower numbers of dolphin groups which causes skew in the hot spot results. For
example, if one dolphin group was recorded in a grid cell and that dolphin group was
observed feeding, then the feeding rate for that grid cell would be 100%. This grid cell
would likely be considered a feeding hot spot if it were surrounded by grid cells with
similarly high feeding rates. A weighting method was developed to account for both the
behavioral rate and the number of dolphin groups within each grid cell:
𝐺𝑟𝑖𝑑 𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙 𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 =

𝐵𝑒ℎ𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑜𝑟 𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝𝑠
𝑥
×
𝐷𝑜𝑙𝑝ℎ𝑖𝑛 𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝𝑠
30

where x is either the number of dolphin groups if less than 30 or 30 if the number of
dolphins groups is greater than 30. The Getis-Ord Gi* statistic calculates z-scores and
their associated p-values assuming the data are normally distributed and the statistic
requires 30 or more values (either grid cells or dolphin groups) in order to obtain reliable
results (ArcGIS Resource Center, 2012; Ord & Getis, 1995). If a grid cell has
approximately 30 or more dolphin groups, then the behavioral rate should be a reliable
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representation of how often that behavior is observed in that grid cell. As the number of
dolphin groups decreases within a grid cell, the probability of the behavioral rate being a
reliable representation of the behavioral occurrence in that grid cell also declines. The
weighting method applies this sample size guideline to every grid cell within the dataset.
It assumes that each grid cell contains 30 dolphin groups and the number of behavior
groups observed in that grid cell are treated as observations of that behavior and the
remainder (30 – behavior groups) are treated as absences or no observations of that
behavior. The weighting method assigns a lower weight to grid cells with lower numbers
of dolphin groups. Grid cells that contain sufficient sample size of 30 or more dolphin
groups are weighted based on their observed behavioral rate.
The weighting method for behavioral rates was analyzed with transect dolphin
groups from 2009 to 2015 to compare hot spots and determine reliability of this
weighting method. The behavioral rate of significant hot spots was compared to the
average population behavioral rate in order to determine whether hot spots exhibited
higher than average behavioral rates. If multiple significant behavioral rate hot spots were
identified, the average of these hot spots was calculated and compared to the average
population behavioral rate. After comparing hot spots using transect dolphin groups, the
behavioral rate weighting method was applied to the opportunistic dolphin groups. The
rates for each behavioral state and the rate for dolphin groups with calves were analyzed
and compared to the transect survey effort-controlled hot spots from 2009 to 2014 when
available to match temporal periods. The opportunistic behavioral rate hot spots were
compared to the transect survey effort-controlled hot spots to determine if the grid cell
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weighting method increased the reliability between opportunistic and transect hot spot
results, increasing the validity of opportunistic hot spots.
Habitat Characteristic and Environmental Variable Interaction
with Transect Group Density
The following habitat characteristics were examined in relation to transect group
density: estimated depth, estimated slope, distance to shore, and distance to submerged
aquatic vegetation (SAV). The environmental variables, which were average salinity and
average water temperature, were also examined to determine their interaction with
transect group density. Each variable was estimated for each surveyed grid cell using
ArcGIS 10.X. Depth and slope data were obtained from a NOAA Raster Navigational
Chart available on the NOAA Office of Coast Survey website (NOAA Office of Coast
Survey, 2014). Depth data were extracted as point values from the chart and interpolated
to obtain depth estimations for the entire survey area. Slope data were derived from the
depth data using the ‘Slope’ tool. Distance to shore and SAV were calculated using the
‘Near’ tool to calculate distance between a grid cell and the shoreline shapefile. The
shoreline shapefile was obtained from the NOAA Shoreline Website which digitized
shoreline information from NOAA nautical charts (NOAA, 2016). SAV data were
obtained from the North Carolina One Map Geospatial Portal (Albermarle-Pamlico
National Estuary Partnership). Salinity and water temperature data were recorded at the
surface during both transect and opportunistic surveys where dolphin groups were
observed. All variables were projected to WGS 1984 World Mercator (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Habitat characteristics and environmental variables.
Distribution of estimated depth, estimated slope, distance to shore, distribution of submerged aquatic vegetation (SAV), average
salinity, and average water temperature at the 500 meter grid cell resolution. Note: Only grid cells that contained transect survey effort
were analyzed for these variables so not all grid cells contain values.

Analyses were performed at a one kilometer grid cell resolution to maintain consistency
with previous hot spot analyses. Also, analyses were performed at a finer-scale resolution
to examine the subtle variation in the habitat characteristics and environmental variables
that may not be detected at the one kilometer resolution. The observed average distance
between neighboring transect dolphin groups was approximately 315 meters and the
expected average distance between neighboring transect dolphin groups was
approximately 542 meters. Thus, a resolution of 500 meters was chosen to capture subtle
variation in the habitat characteristics and environmental variables at a finer-scale.
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Several variables violated the assumption of homogeneity of variance for
parametric analyses so nonparametric analyses were used. A classification and regression
tree (CART) was used to determine if the combination of habitat and environmental
variables predicted transect dolphin group density (De'ath & Fabricius, 2000). This
analysis explored the relationship among habitat and environmental variables and transect
dolphin group density by recursive partitioning of the habitat and environmental variables
that best predicted transect dolphin group density to create homogeneous groups (i.e.,
groups of similar values for transect dolphin group density). The CART determined how
much variation in transect dolphin group density was explained by each variable. Each
variable was split at a node, a specific value that best predicted transect dolphin group
density. The nodes were arranged in order such that the variables that explained the most
variation in transect dolphin group density were located at the top of the tree. To avoid
overfitting the model, the regression tree was pruned by removing nodes with low
prediction power. Cross-validation of the unpruned tree and the pruned tree were
performed to determine whether the regression tree accurately predicted transect dolphin
group density significantly better than random chance. The CART analysis was
performed using Program R v.3.2.2 (R Core Team, 2015).
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CHAPTER III - RESULTS
Transect Survey Effort and Group Distribution
In total, 46 transect surveys were completed from 2009 to 2015. Two surveys
were removed due to deteriorating weather conditions and inadequate survey coverage
which resulted in 44 transect surveys analyzed for habitat use (Table 3).
Table 3
Summary of Transect Survey Effort
Survey Year
South Surveys
Full Surveys
Dolphin Groups

2009
4
0
10

2010
2
0
3

2011
5
3*
10

2012
0
10
31

2013
0
6*
15

2014
0
7*
18

2015
0
7*
16

Total
11
33
103

* At least one full transect survey was not completed and a modified survey route was created.

Five full transect surveys had a modified route due to deteriorating weather conditions.
These surveys were retained for analyses because either the northern or southern part of
Roanoke Sound was completely surveyed before the full transect survey was ended. In
total, 109 dolphin groups were observed during this period resulting in a minimum of 33
hours and 54 minutes of behavioral data. Five percent of the farthest transect dolphin
groups (n = 6 groups) were excluded from the transect data to remove potential outliers
(Smith et al., 2013). The hot spot analysis can be sensitive to outliers which can skew the
results (Getis & Ord, 1992). Opportunistic data showed outlier dolphin groups; so five
percent of the farthest dolphin groups were removed to eliminate outlier bias. The same
method was performed for transect data to standardize the methods between transect and
opportunistic analyses and eliminate potential outlier bias in the transect data as well. A
total of 103 transect dolphin groups were used for hot spot analyses (Table 5; Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Transect dolphin distribution and survey effort (2009 – 2015).
Distribution of transect dolphin groups from 2009 to 2015 (left) and calculated survey effort of dolphin groups per transect survey
kilometer (right).

Based on the number of transect dolphin groups, there was high statistical power
(> .95) to detect a medium effect size (Cohen’s d = .5) and a large effect size (Cohen’s d
= .8). Statistical power was very low (power = .094) to detect a small effect size of
Cohen’s d = .2. Of these 103 dolphin groups, 62 groups had calves, and the most
frequently observed behaviors were traveling and feeding, with smaller numbers of
groups observed milling or socializing (Figure 5, Table 5).
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Figure 5. Transect behavior and calf distribution (2009 – 2015).
Distribution of transect feed, mill, social, and travel behaviors and distribution of transect dolphin groups with calves from 2009 to
2015.

Transect Habitat Use
Two transect hot spots at p < .001 were identified in the southern part of Roanoke
Sound south of Duck Island and near Old House Channel based on all of the transect
dolphin groups (Figure 6).
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Figure 6. Transect hot spots (2009 – 2015).
Transect survey effort-controlled hot spots for all transect dolphin groups from 2009 to 2015.

Transect behavioral hot spot analyses were only performed for transect feed and
travel groups because sample sizes were too small to analyze hot spots for transect mill
and social groups. The hot spot south of Duck Island was used significantly for both
feeding and traveling. The hot spot near Old House Channel was used significantly for
traveling. One potential travel hot spot at p < .05 was identified near Oregon Inlet.
(Figure 7).
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Figure 7. Transect feed and travel hot spots (2009 – 2015).
Transect survey effort-controlled feed hot spot (left) and transect survey effort-controlled travel hot spots (right) from 2009 to 2015.

There were two significant hot spots (p < .001) for dolphin groups with calves,
located south of Duck Island and near Oregon Inlet. The calf hot spot located south of
Duck Island overlapped with the previous transect hot spot for feeding and traveling. The
other calf hot spot near Oregon Inlet overlapped with the potential travel hot spot (p <
.05). There were two other potential calf hot spots at p < .05 located in the southern boat
channel and in the northeastern part of Roanoke Sound near the barrier islands (Figure 8).
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Figure 8. Transect calf hot spots (2009 – 2015).
Transect survey effort-controlled hot spots for dolphin groups with calves from 2009 to 2015.

Opportunistic Survey Effort and Group Distribution
In total, 607 opportunistic ecotours were conducted from 2009 to 2014. A total of
1,480 opportunistic dolphin groups were observed resulting in a minimum of 938 hours
and 26 minutes of behavioral observation. Five percent of the farthest opportunistic
groups were excluded to remove outliers (Smith et al., 2013). A total of 1,406
opportunistic dolphin groups were used for hot spot analyses. (Table 4; Figure 9).
Table 4
Summary of Opportunistic Survey Effort
Survey Year
Number of Surveys
Number of Groups

2009
49
105

2010
104
240
30

2011
105
224

2012
119
281

2013
111
263

2014
119
293

Total
607
1406

Figure 9. Opportunistic dolphin distribution and survey effort (2009 – 2014).
Distribution of opportunistic dolphin groups (left) and calculated survey effort of dolphin groups per grid cell (right) from 2009 to
2014.

Based on the opportunistic sample size, statistical power was close to 1.0 for all
effect sizes. Of these 1,406 opportunistic dolphin groups, 929 groups included calves, and
the most frequently observed behaviors were again traveling and feeding with smaller
numbers of groups observed milling or socializing (Figure 10, Table 5).
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Figure 10. Opportunistic behavior and calf distribution (2009 – 2014).
Distribution of feed, mill, social, and travel behaviors for opportunistic groups and distribution of opportunistic dolphin groups with
calves from 2009 to 2014.

Comparison of Transect and Opportunistic Habitat Use
Sixty-two (60.2%) transect dolphin groups included calves and 929 (66.1%)
opportunistic groups included calves. Travel and feed behavior were observed more often
across transect surveys and opportunistic surveys. Fewer groups were observed milling
and socializing across transect surveys and opportunistic surveys (Table 5).
Table 5
Summary of Behavioral States across Transect and Opportunistic Data
Behavioral
State
Feed
Mill
Social
Travel

Transect
Groups
45
5
20
73

Percentage of
Groups
43.7%
4.9%
19.4%
70.9%
33

Opportunistic
Groups
731
110
398
993

Percentage of
Groups
52.0%
7.8%
28.3%
70.6%

The percentage of dolphin groups observed for each behavioral state was very
similar across transect and opportunistic surveys. A Pearson’s chi-square analysis showed
there were no significant differences in the percentages of feed, mill, social and travel
behavior recorded between transect surveys and opportunistic surveys (χ2 = 4.676, df =
3, p = 0.197).
Hot spot results differed between transect dolphin groups and opportunistic
dolphin groups. Transect data collected from 2009 to 2014, which were used to compare
to the opportunistic data from the same time period, identified the same locations as
significant hot spots (p < .001) that were previously identified in the 2009 to 2015
transect analyses. One potential transect hot spot at p < .01 was identified in the
northeastern part of Roanoke Sound near the barrier islands. Opportunistic hot spot
analyses identified four significant hot spots (p < .001) and seven potential hot spots at p
< .01 and p < .05 throughout the middle boat channel located near the Washington Baum
Bridge (Figure 11).
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Figure 11. Transect and opportunistic hot spots (2009 – 2014).
Transect survey effort-controlled hot spots for transect dolphin groups from 2009 to 2014 (left) and opportunistic hot spots for
opportunistic dolphin groups from 2009 to 2014 (right).

There was no overlap between transect and opportunistic feed hot spots (Figure
12). One transect feed hot spot at p < .001 was identified south of Duck Island. Two
opportunistic feed hot spots at p < .001 were identified in the middle boat channel. Ten
potential opportunistic feed hot spots at p < .01 and p < .05 were identified throughout
the middle and southern boat channel. The average rate of feed occurrence for significant
opportunistic hot spots was similar to the average rate of feed occurrence for all
opportunistic dolphin groups (53.31% and 54.26%, respectively).
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Figure 12. Transect and opportunistic feed hot spots (2009 – 2014).
Transect survey effort-controlled feed hot spot for transect feed groups from 2009 to 2014 (left) and opportunistic feed hot spots for
opportunistic feed groups from 2009 to 2014 (right).

There was no overlap between transect and opportunistic travel hot spots (Figure
13). Two transect travel groups at p < .001 were identified south of Duck Island and near
Old House Channel. One potential transect travel hot spots at p < .05 was identified near
Oregon Inlet. Four opportunistic travel hot spots at p < .001 were identified in the middle
boat channel. Seven potential opportunistic travel hot spots at p < .01 and p < .05 were
identified throughout the middle and southern boat channel. The average rate of travel
occurrence for significant opportunistic travel hot spots was higher than the average rate
of travel occurrence for all opportunistic dolphin groups (79.89% and 65.26%,
respectively).
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Figure 13. Transect and opportunistic travel hot spots (2009 – 2014).
Transect survey effort-controlled travel hot spots for transect travel groups from 2009 to 2014 (left) and opportunistic travel hot spots
for opportunistic travel groups from 2009 to 2014 (right).

Calf hot spots differed between transect dolphin groups and opportunistic dolphin
groups with no overlap (Figure 14). Three significant transect calf hot spots at p < .001
were identified for transect dolphin groups with calves from 2009 through 2014. These
calf hot spots were located south of Duck Island, near Oregon Inlet, and the northeastern
part of Roanoke Sound near the barrier islands. The two most southern calf hot spots
overlapped with transect calf hot spots identified from 2009 to 2015. The northern
transect calf hot spot overlapped with the potential calf hot spot (p < .05) identified from
2009 to 2015. Two potential transect calf hot spots (p < .05) were identified in the
southern part of the boat channel and in the northeastern area closer to the barrier islands.
Four significant opportunistic calf hot spots (p < .001) were identified in the middle boat
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channel. Eight potential opportunistic calf hot spots (p < .01 and p < .05) were identified
for dolphin groups with calves throughout the middle and southern boat channel. The
average rate of dolphin groups with calves in significant opportunistic calf hot spots was
higher than the average rate of dolphin groups with calves for all opportunistic dolphin
groups (79.89% and 65.26%, respectively).

Figure 14. Transect and opportunistic calf hot spots (2009 – 2014).
Transect survey effort-controlled calf hot spots for transect groups with calves from 2009 to 2014 (left) and opportunistic calf hot
spots for opportunistic groups with calves from 2009 to 2014 (right).

Behavioral Rate Hot Spots
Comparison of Transect Behavioral Rate and Transect Behavior Hot Spots
The behavioral rate equation identified behavioral rate hot spots for transect feed
groups, transect travel groups, and transect groups with calves observed from 2009
through 2015. Behavioral rates were not examined for transect social groups and transect
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mill groups due to small sample size. The behavioral rate hot spots were compared to the
transect survey effort-controlled behavioral hot spots (behavior groups/survey km)
identified from 2009 to 2015. The comparison between the transect survey effortcontrolled feed hot spot and the transect feed rate hot spots showed that more transect
feed rate hot spots were identified and there was overlap between the transect feed hot
spot and transect feed rate hot spots. Four transect feed rate hot spots (p < .001) and
seven potential transect feed rate hot spots (p < .05) were identified (Figure 15).

Figure 15. Transect feed and transect feed rate hot spots (2009 – 2015).
Transect survey effort-controlled feed hot spot and transect feed rate hot spots identified with the behavioral rate analysis for transect
feed groups from 2009 to 2015.

One significant transect feed rate hot spot (p < .001) overlapped with the significant
transect survey effort-controlled feed hot spot south of Duck Island. Two significant
transect feed rate hot spots were clustered near this significant transect feed hot spot.
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Another significant transect feed rate hot spot was identified near Oregon Inlet. The
potential transect feed rate hot spots (p < .05) were distributed throughout the middle and
southern boat channel. The average rate of feed occurrence for the significant transect
feed rate hot spots (p < .001) was lower than the rate of feed occurrence for the transect
survey effort-controlled feed hot spot (63.21% and 75.00%, respectively). Both of these
rates were higher than the average rate of feed occurrence across all transect dolphin
groups which was 42.25%.
Two significant transect travel rate hot spots (p < .001) were identified in the
middle channel near the Washington Baum Bridge and in the southern area near Duck
Island. Eight potential transect travel rate hot spots (p < .01 and p < .05) were also
identified in the middle boat channel and in the southern area near Duck Island and
Oregon Inlet. A significant transect travel rate hot spot neighbored the significant transect
survey effort-controlled travel hot spot south of Duck Island. One potential transect travel
rate hot spot (p < .05) overlapped with this transect travel hot spot (Figure 16). The
average rate of travel occurrence for significant transect travel rate hot spots was higher
than the average rate of travel occurrence for significant transect travel hot spots (92.86%
and 87.50%, respectively). Both of these rates were higher than the average rate of travel
occurrence across all transect dolphin groups which was 64.74%.
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Figure 16. Transect travel and transect travel rate hot spots (2009 – 2015).
Transect survey effort-controlled travel hot spots and transect travel rate hot spots identified with the behavioral rate analysis for
transect travel groups from 2009 to 2015.

Two significant transect calf rate hot spots (p < .001) were identified in the
southern boat channel and near Duck Island (Figure 17). One of these significant transect
calf rate hot spots neighbored the significant transect survey effort-controlled calf hot
spot south of Duck Island. The other significant transect calf rate hot spot overlapped
with a potential transect calf hot spot (p < .05) in the southern boat channel. Three
potential transect calf rate hot spots (p < .01) were identified in the middle channel south
of the Washington Baum Bridge and the southern boat channel near Duck Island.
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Figure 17. Transect calf and transect calf rate hot spots (2009 – 2015).
Transect survey effort-controlled calf hot spots and transect calf rate hot spots identified with the behavioral rate analysis for transect
dolphin groups with calves from 2009 to 2015.

The average rate of dolphin groups with calves for significant transect calf rate hot spots
was slightly higher than the average rate of dolphin groups with calves for significant
transect survey effort-controlled calf hot spots (78.57% and 75.00%, respectively). Both
of these rates were higher than the average rate of dolphin groups with calves which was
65.46%. These results show that the survey effort-controlled calf hot spots and the calf
rate hot spots from the behavioral rate analysis identified areas where dolphin groups
with calves were observed more often than average.
Table 6 provides a summary of the average rate of behavioral occurrence
(behavior groups/total groups) for each analyzed behavioral state and the average rate of
transect dolphin groups with calves. The average behavioral rates for their respective
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significant hot spots and potential hot spots are also shown. Potential hot spots were hot
spots at alpha levels of p < .01 and p < .05 which were retained to examine clustering
trends in dolphin groups. The average rate of behavioral occurrence or groups with calves
for all potential hot spots at p < .05 are provided in Table 6.
Table 6
Rates of Occurrence for Transect and Transect Rate Hot Spots (2009 – 2015)
Average Rate (Behavior
Groups/Total Groups)
Feed/km
Feed Rate
Travel/km
Travel Rate
Calf/km
Calf Rate

42.25
64.74
65.46

Hot Spot
Average Rate
75.00
63.21
87.50
92.86
75.00
78.57

Potential Hot Spot
Average Rate
N/A
65.41
91.67
89.07
87.50
78.43

Comparison of Opportunistic Behavioral Rate and Transect Behavior Hot Spots
The behavioral rates were examined for opportunistic feed groups, mill groups,
social groups, and travel groups as well as opportunistic groups with calves.
Opportunistic feed rate hot spots, travel rate hot spots, and calf rate hot spots were
compared to transect survey effort-controlled feed hot spots, travel hot spots, and calf hot
spots from 2009 to 2014 to match temporal periods. One significant opportunistic feed
rate hot spot (p < .001) was identified near the Washington Baum Bridge. Twelve
potential opportunistic feed rate hot spots at p < .01 and p < .05 were identified
throughout the middle and southern boat channel (Figure 18).
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Figure 18. Opportunistic feed rate and transect feed hot spots (2009 – 2014).
Opportunistic feed rate hot spots identified with the behavioral rate analysis for opportunistic feed groups from 2009 to 2014 and the
transect survey effort-controlled feed hot spot for transect feed groups from 2009 to 2014.

Two potential opportunistic feed rate hot spots (p < .05) neighbored the significant
transect feed hot spot south of Duck Island. The average rate of feed occurrence for the
significant opportunistic feed rate hot spot was higher than the average rate of feed
occurrence for all opportunistic dolphin groups (73.91% and 54.26%, respectively).
There were no significant opportunistic travel rate hot spots. Fifteen potential
travel rate hot spots at both p < .01 and p < .05 were identified in the middle and southern
boat channel (Figure 19).
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Figure 19. Opportunistic travel rate and transect travel hot spots (2009 – 2014).
Opportunistic travel rate hot spots identified with the behavioral rate analysis for opportunistic travel groups from 2009 to 2014 and
transect survey effort-controlled travel hot spots for transect travel groups from 2009 to 2014.

One of the potential opportunistic travel rate hot spots (p < .01) neighbored the
significant transect travel hot spot south of Duck Island. The average rate of travel
occurrence for all potential opportunistic travel rate hot spots was higher than the average
rate of travel occurrence for all opportunistic dolphin groups (76.83% and 65.26%,
respectively).
There were no significant opportunistic calf rate hot spots. Seventeen potential
opportunistic calf rate hot spots at both p < .01 and p < .05 were identified throughout the
middle and southern parts of the boat channel (Figure 20).
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Figure 20. Opportunistic calf rate and transect calf hot spots (2009 – 2014).
Opportunistic calf rate hot spots identified with the behavioral rate analysis for opportunistic dolphin groups with calves from 2009 to
2014 and transect survey effort-controlled calf hot spots for transect dolphin groups with calves from 2009 to 2014.

One of these potential opportunistic calf rate hot spots (p < .05) overlapped with a
potential transect calf hot spot (p < .05) in the southern boat channel. Another potential
opportunistic calf rate hot spot neighbored the significant transect calf hot spot south of
Duck Island. The average rate of dolphin groups with calves for potential opportunistic
calf rate hot spots was higher than the average rate of dolphin groups with calves for all
opportunistic dolphin groups (72.35% and 65.26%, respectively).
Opportunistic Social and Mill Hot Spots
Opportunistic social rate hot spots and mill rate hot spots were compared to
opportunistic social hot spots and mill hot spots because the sample sizes for transect
social and mill behavior were insufficient for hot spot analyses. Three significant
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opportunistic social hot spots (p < .001) were identified in the middle and southern boat
channel. Seven potential opportunistic social hot spots at both p < .01 and p < .05 were
identified in the middle to southern parts of the boat channel near the mouth of Broad
Creek. No significant opportunistic social rate hot spots (p < .001) were identified.
Eleven potential opportunistic social rate hots spots at both p < .01 and p < .05 were
identified throughout the middle channel and southern parts of the boat channel and were
clustered around the mouth of Broad Creek (Figure 21).

Figure 21. Opportunistic social hot spots and social rate hot spots (2009 – 2014).
Opportunistic social hot spots (left) and opportunistic social rate hot spots identified with the behavioral rate analysis (right) for
opportunistic social groups from 2009 to 2014.

The average rate of social occurrence for significant opportunistic social hot spots (p <
.001) was similar to the average rate of social occurrence across all opportunistic dolphin
groups (32.31% and 31.82%, respectively). However, the average rate of potential
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opportunistic social rate hot spots (p < .05) was higher than the average rate of social
occurrence across all opportunistic dolphin groups (36.95% and 31.82%, respectively).
Three significant opportunistic mill hot spots (p < .001) were identified in the
southern part of the boat channel and five potential opportunistic mill hot spots at both p
< .01 and p < .05 were identified in the middle and southern part of the boat channel.
Three significant opportunistic mill rate hot spots (p < .001) were identified in the
southern part of the boat channel and six potential opportunistic mill rate hot spots at both
p < .01 and p < .05 were identified throughout the northern, middle, and southern parts of
the boat channel (Figure 22).

Figure 22. Opportunistic mill hot spots and mill rate hot spots (2009 – 2014).
Opportunistic mill hot spots (left) and opportunistic mill rate hot spots identified with the behavioral rate analysis (right) for
opportunistic mill groups from 2009 to 2014.
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All significant opportunistic mill and significant opportunistic mill rate hot spots
overlapped each other. These hot spots were clustered south of the mouth of Broad
Creek. The average rate of mill occurrence for significant opportunistic mill hot spots and
significant mill rate hot spots was higher than the average rate of mill occurrence across
all opportunistic dolphin groups (17.02% and 8.69%, respectively).
Table 7 shows the average rates of behavioral occurrence (behavior groups/total
groups) for each analyzed behavioral state. The average rate of opportunistic dolphin
groups with calves is also shown. The average rates for their respective significant hot
spots (p < .001) and potential hot spots (p < .05) are also presented.
Table 7
Rates of Occurrence for Opportunistic and Opportunistic Rate Hot Spots (2009 – 2014)
Average Rate (Behavior
Groups/Total Groups)
Feed Groups
Feed Rate
Mill Groups
Mill Rate
Social Groups
Social Rate
Travel Groups
Travel Rate
Calf Groups
Calf Rate

54.26
8.69
31.82
65.26
65.26

Hot Spot
Average Rate
53.31
73.91
17.02
17.02
32.31
N/A
79.89
N/A
79.89
N/A

Potential Hot Spot
Average Rate
53.62
55.91
11.83
25.30
29.78
36.95
77.11
76.83
75.48
72.35

Habitat Characteristics and Environmental Variable Interaction
with Transect Group Density
Table 8 provides the summary statistics for all tested variables: estimated average
depth, estimated average slope, distance to shore, distance to SAV, average salinity per
grid cell, and average water temperature per grid cell. The summary statistics are
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provided both at the one kilometer grid cell resolution and the 500 meter grid cell
resolution.
Table 8
Summary Statistics of Habitat Characteristics and Environmental Variables

Estimated Depth
Estimated Slope
Distance to Shore
Distance to SAV
Average Salinity
Average Water
Temperature

1 Kilometer
Standard
Average
Deviation
-1.32
+.734
.076
+.078
353.99
+522.96
372.65
+547.29
17.47
+4.69
80.58

+3.67

500 Meters
Standard
Average
Deviation
-1.38
+.793
.078
+.088
595.28
+668.57
552.56
+624.08
17.06
+4.28
80.99

+3.80

The CART analysis found no significant predictability between any habitat
characteristic or environmental variable and transect group density at the one kilometer
grid cell resolution. Average salinity was identified as the primary node that predicted the
most variation in transect group density across the habitat at the one kilometer grid cell
resolution (Figure 23).
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Figure 23. CART analysis for one kilometer grid cell resolution.
Unpruned regression tree for one kilometer grid cell resolution (left) and the complexity parameter (cp) values in relation to the
relative error for each node (right).

The first node was split at 14.75 ppt for average salinity. Average estimated slope at
.1404 degrees was determined to be the second variable that predicted the most variation
in transect dolphin group density followed by average water temperature at 76.27 °F
(24.59 °C) and average estimated slope at .02759 degrees. The CART analysis for the
one kilometer grid cell resolution showed that the unpruned regression tree did not
perform significantly better at predicting transect group density than the pruned root
model based on the complexity parameter (cp) values and relative error for each node.
The first node had the least amount of relative error (corresponding cp = .12) and the
relative error of the regression tree increased as more nodes were added. Cross-validation
between the unpruned tree and pruned root model showed that the pruned root model
predicted transect group density more accurately than the unpruned tree (.282 unpruned;
.641 pruned).
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The CART analysis found no significant predictability between any habitat
characteristic or environmental variable and transect group density at the 500 meter grid
cell resolution as well. Average salinity was determined to be the primary node that
predicted the most variation in transect group density at the 500 meter grid cell resolution
which was consistent with previous CART results (Figure 24).

Figure 24. CART analysis for 500 meter grid cell resolution.
Unpruned regression tree for 500 meter grid cell resolution (left) and the complexity parameter (cp) values in relation to the relative
error for each node (right).

The first node was split at 27.5 ppt for average salinity. Average water temperature at
84.24 ° F (29.02 °C) was determined to be the second node that best predicted transect
group density. Average estimated slope, average water temperature and average salinity
contributed to the remaining nodes of the tree. The unpruned regression tree for the 500
meter grid cell resolution did not perform significantly better than the pruned root model
based on the cp values and relative error for each node. The first node had the least
amount of relative error (corresponding cp = .11) and the relative error of the regression
tree increased as more nodes were added. Cross-validation between the unpruned tree and
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pruned root model showed that the unpruned root model predicted transect group density
more accurately than the unpruned tree (.63 unpruned; .84 pruned). The predictive
performance of the regression tree at the 500 meter grid resolution was more accurate
than the predictive performance of the regression tree at the one kilometer grid cell
resolution. However, neither CART analysis indicated that the habitat characteristics and
environmental variables could reliably predict variation in transect group density better
than random chance.
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CHAPTER IV – DISCUSSION
Transect Habitat Use
Transect survey effort showed that the majority of dolphin groups in Roanoke
Sound were distributed throughout the middle and southern area, while few dolphin
groups were observed in the northern area. The northern part of Roanoke Sound is a more
open, deeper area as compared to the middle and southern parts, so it may be more
difficult to observe dolphins because dolphin movement is less restricted than within the
narrow middle and southern parts of Roanoke Sound. Additionally, northern surveys
from 2009 to 2011 were excluded from analyses, and the transect route was modified in
2014, which reduced the number of northern transect cross sections. Despite the fact that
survey effort was not uniform across the entire area, the survey effort-controlled results
showed that dolphins used the southern and middle areas of Roanoke Sound more often
than the northern area.
Transect hot spot analyses showed that dolphin groups clustered south of Duck
Island and near Old House Channel, indicating frequent use of these areas. The hot spot
south of Duck Island was used for feeding. This area has submerged aquatic vegetation
and exhibits variation in both depth and slope which are likely caused by the tidal
currents and dredging activity of Oregon Inlet. The combination of these habitat
characteristics may provide good habitat for some dolphin prey species as well as
efficient foraging habitat for dolphins. Prey species for dolphins along the eastern coast
of the United States include sciaenid fishes, such as weakfish (Cynoscion regalis),
croaker (Micropogonias undulatus), spot (Leistomus xanthurus), and white perch
(Bairdiella chrysura) (Gannon & Waples, 2006; Mead & Potter, 1995). These fish
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exhibit seasonal migration patterns and use the inshore estuaries as nursery areas during
the spring and summer, and migrate to coastal waters during the fall and winter (Haven,
1959; Mercer, 1989; Phillips, Huish, Kerby, & Moran, 1989; Stanley & Danie, 1983).
Dolphin foraging behavior has been reported to be associated with both submerged
aquatic vegetation and slope (Allen et al., 2001; Barros & Wells, 1998; Irvine et al.,
1981; Scott et al., 1990; Shane, 1990; Wilson et al., 1997, Ingram & Rogan, 2002; Hastie
et al., 2003; Hastie et al., 2004). Dolphins have also been reported to forage in the mouths
of estuaries because they are hypothesized to be highly productive areas where prey
aggregate (Acevedo, 1991; Ballance, 1992; Hanson & Defran, 1993; Harzen, 1998).
Roanoke Sound drains into Oregon Inlet, and the southern part of Roanoke Sound may be
a highly productive area, especially with the greater abundance of submerged aquatic
vegetation distributed in the southern area and the slope variation caused by Oregon Inlet
(see Figure 3). Both submerged aquatic vegetation and variation in slope may explain
why the southern part of Roanoke Sound is used significantly for feeding by dolphins.
Travel behavior was the most common behavior observed amongst dolphin
groups which suggests this area is used as a transit route. Both transect population hot
spots were utilized for travel behavior. With the close proximity of Oregon Inlet to these
hot spots, it is likely that dolphins are using this area as a transit route between the
inshore estuary waters and the Atlantic Ocean. Dolphin movements between the inshore
estuaries and the Atlantic Ocean are restricted due to the Outer Banks barrier islands
along the northern coastline of North Carolina. Oregon Inlet provides one of the passages
to facilitate the dolphins’ seasonal movements between inshore waters and coastal waters.
The presence of travel hot spots in the southern part of Roanoke Sound and frequent
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observation of travel behavior throughout Roanoke Sound supports the conclusion that
Roanoke Sound is used by dolphins as a transit route between inshore estuary waters and
the Atlantic Ocean.
The southern part of Roanoke Sound may provide a nursery area for dolphins
with calves, but the results were inconclusive. The majority (61.17%) of dolphins groups
had calves present. These groups were significantly clustered south of Duck Island and
just north of Oregon Inlet so it is possible that these areas serve as nursery areas for
mother and calf groups; although, the calf hot spot south of Duck Island overlapped with
a population hot spot that was used for feeding and traveling. The other calf hot spot
located just north of Oregon Inlet was also a potential travel hot spot. These calf hot spots
were located near submerged aquatic vegetation, which suggests this habitat
characteristic may be important for dolphin groups with calves. However, submerged
aquatic vegetation was already established as an important habitat characteristic for
feeding behavior based on the transect feed hot spot. Mothers with calves depend on
these areas for food to meet their energetic requirements and the energetic requirements
of the calf through lactation. This hypothesis is supported by the overlap between the calf
hot spot and feed hot spot south of Duck Island. But, the other calf hot spot does not
overlap with a feed hot spot despite that submerged aquatic vegetation is present in the
area. It is highly probable that more calves were observed in these areas due to the
increased number of dolphin groups using these areas for other behaviors since these calf
hot spots overlap with other behavioral hot spots. More data are needed to examine
habitat use by mother and calf groups to determine whether nursery areas exist in
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Roanoke Sound and if these nursery areas are characterized by similar habitat
characteristics, such as depth and presence of submerged aquatic vegetation.
Comparison of Transect and Opportunistic Habitat Use
Opportunistic results were not reliable with transect results because they were
influenced by survey bias. The opportunistic survey effort showed a high number of
dolphin groups distributed throughout the middle boat channel and fewer dolphin groups
observed in the northern and southern parts of Roanoke Sound. Opportunistic survey
effort was also highest in the middle boat channel and lower in the northern and southern
parts of Roanoke Sound. The wildlife ecotour boat first searched the middle part of
Roanoke Sound that was located near the ecotour launch site; thus, resulting in
concentrated survey effort and perhaps increased dolphin detectability in the area. Survey
bias can also be introduced by focusing effort on easily accessible areas and can in turn
influence species distribution data (Davis, Stoms, Estes, Scepan, & Scott, 1990;
Rondinini et al., 2006). While the high number of dolphin groups in the middle channel
suggests this area was regularly used by dolphins, survey bias in the middle channel also
likely overestimated how often the middle boat channel was used by dolphins.
The effects of survey bias in the opportunistic data were exemplified by the
concentration of opportunistic hot spots, feed hot spots, travel hot spots, and calf hot
spots in the middle boat channel. These results differed from the transect data which
identified hot spots for feed and travel behaviors and groups with calves in the southern
part of Roanoke Sound. The rate of behavioral occurrence in some of these opportunistic
hot spots was not significantly higher than the average rate of behavioral occurrence. For
example, the average rate of feed occurrence in opportunistic feed hot spots was very
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similar to the average rate of feed occurrence across all opportunistic groups (53.31% and
54.26%, respectively). These results show that opportunistic feed hot spots do not
generally represent areas that are used significantly by dolphins for feeding, likely
because the results are influenced by survey bias. The opportunistic travel and calf hot
spots exhibited higher than average rates of travel behavior and dolphin groups with
calves. Since the opportunistic feed hot spots are influenced by survey bias, it is possible
that these opportunistic travel and calf hot spots are also influenced by survey bias and
may not represent areas that are used significantly for these purposes. These opportunistic
hot spot results should be interpreted cautiously as it is highly probable that many of
these opportunistic hot spots in the middle boat channel would disappear if survey effort
were controlled.
Behavioral Rate Hot Spots
Comparison of Transect Behavioral Rate and Transect Behavior Hot Spots
The transect behavioral rate analysis identified hot spots that were reliable with
transect survey effort-controlled hot spots. The transect behavioral rate hot spots and
potential transect behavioral rate hot spots showed overlap with transect survey effortcontrolled hot spots for both feed, travel, and groups with calves. Most transect feed rate
hot spots were distributed in the southern part of Roanoke Sound and overlapped with the
transect feed hot spot south of Duck Island. Multiple transect feed rate hot spots were
identified compared to the single transect feed hot spot. This difference may be attributed
by the local sum analysis of the Getis-Ord Gi* statistic. This statistic compared the local
sum of each grid cell and its eight neighbors to the expected local sum and identified
clusters of high local sums or low local sums (Getis & Ord, 1992). The transect feed rate
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hot spots were mostly clustered together in the southern area so it is possible that the
Getis-Ord Gi* statistic identified a larger area of the local neighborhood around the
transect feed hot spot as significant. The identification of transect feed rate hot spots in
the southern part of Roanoke Sound supports the conclusion that this area is used
significantly for feeding by dolphins.
Transect travel rate results support the conclusion that the southern part of
Roanoke Sound serves as a transit route between inshore estuaries and the Atlantic
Ocean. One transect travel rate hot spot neighbored the significant transect travel hot spot
south of Duck Island, which suggests that a significantly high rate of travel behavior
occurs in this area. A transect travel rate hot spot was also identified near the Washington
Baum Bridge and showed a significantly high rate of travel behavior compared to the
average rate of travel behavior for all transect groups (100% and 64.74%, respectively).
This transect travel rate hot spot was not significant when survey effort was controlled.
This difference between results is likely due to the amount of transect survey effort for
this particular grid cell which was substantially higher than the average amount of
transect survey effort calculated across grid cells (73.50 km and 28.75 km, respectively).
This grid cell is located in the middle boat channel which is very narrow, causing the
survey boat to duplicate survey effort in this area during every survey. All six dolphin
groups observed in this grid cell were recorded as traveling, but the high amount of
survey effort caused this grid cell to become insignificant when transect survey effort was
controlled. This discrepancy highlights a potential limitation of the behavioral rate
analysis when the survey area is restricted in places. It is likely that dolphin groups use
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the middle boat channel for travel more often than any other behavior but it may not be
used significantly for traveling when survey effort is controlled for in this restricted area.
The transect calf rate hot spots show consistency with the transect calf hot spots
and suggest that the southern part of Roanoke Sound may provide a nursery area for
dolphin groups with calves. A significant transect calf rate hot spot neighbored one of the
transect calf hot spots south of Duck Island. The other significant transect calf rate hot
spot overlapped with a potential transect calf hot spot in the southern boat channel. All
four dolphin groups observed in this grid cell had calves present, which resulted in a
100% calf rate. However, this grid cell was considered a potential transect calf hot spot (p
< .05) because the number of dolphin groups with calves was controlled by a higher
amount of survey effort compared to the average amount of survey effort (39.49 km and
28.75 km, respectively). This area may be used by dolphin groups with calves more often
than other areas but it may not be used significantly more often when survey effort is
controlled. It is possible that the southern part of Roanoke Sound provides a nursery area
for mothers with calves, but more data on mother and calf groups are needed to determine
whether nursery areas exist in Roanoke Sound
Most of the transect behavioral rate hot spots showed consistency with the
transect behavioral hot spots. One concern with testing the reliability of the behavioral
rate analysis with the transect data was the limited sample size of this dataset. The
behavioral rate analysis appears susceptible to favoring grid cells with higher numbers of
dolphin groups when sample sizes are small. The behavioral rate hot spots were grid cells
that had the highest number of groups recorded for that behavior, but some of these grid
cells did not have significantly higher behavioral rates. For example, a total of three feed
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groups was the highest number of feed groups recorded in all transect grid cells. All of
these grid cells with three feed groups were significant feed rate hot spots, but one of
these feed rate hot spots had a feed rate similar to the average feed rate across all transect
dolphin groups (42.86% and 42.25%, respectively). This finding suggests that the
weighted behavioral rate analysis may be biased towards grid cells with higher numbers
of dolphin groups instead of equally weighting the number of dolphin groups and
behavioral rate within each grid cell when sample sizes are small. Bias towards grid cells
with higher numbers of dolphin groups within each grid cell may be preferable to bias
towards higher rates because a higher number of dolphin groups would likely indicate
dolphin group clustering and behavioral rates become inflated with a small number of
dolphin groups. Sample size is likely a limiting factor for this analysis because the
behavioral rate equation assigns a lower weight to grid cells that contain less than 30
dolphin groups since these grid cells are more prone to behavioral rate inflation, and no
grid cells in the transect dataset contained 30 or more groups. This analysis should be
tested with a larger sample size to determine if the number of dolphins groups and
behavioral rates are weighted equally when sample sizes are substantially large.
Comparison of Opportunistic Behavioral Rate and Transect Behavior Hot Spots
The opportunistic behavioral rate analyses identified hot spots that were not
consistent with transect survey effort-controlled hot spots. Only one significant
opportunistic feed rate hot spot was identified near the Washington Baum Bridge which
did not support the conclusion from the transect analyses that the southern part of
Roanoke Sound was used significantly for feeding. This opportunistic feed rate hot spot
contained 34 feeding groups out of 46 dolphin groups which resulted in a higher than
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average feeding rate (73.91% vs. 54.26%). This feeding rate was the highest feeding rate
for grid cells containing over 30 dolphin groups. The opportunistic feed rate hot spot did
not contain the highest number of feeding groups. This result suggests that the behavioral
rate equation is weighting both the behavioral rate and the number of dolphin groups
instead of exhibiting bias towards grid cells with a higher number of dolphin groups as
was observed in the transect behavioral rate results.
An explanation for the discrepancy between the opportunistic feed rate hot spot
and transect feed hot spot may be that survey effort differed greatly between
opportunistic and transect surveys. Opportunistic surveys concentrated survey effort in
the middle boat channel and may not have extensively surveyed the southern part of
Roanoke Sound, which would have resulted in lower numbers of dolphin groups in these
grid cells. These grid cells were weighted less in the opportunistic behavioral rate
analysis due to the lower numbers of dolphin groups and potentially inflated behavioral
rates. This opportunistic feed rate hot spot exhibited both a higher than average rate of
feeding behavior and a high number of feeding dolphin groups. However, this
opportunistic feed rate hot spot was not identified as a significant feeding hot spot in the
transect analyses. It is highly probable that survey bias in the opportunistic dataset
influenced this result and the opportunistic feed rate hot spot does not represent an area
that is used significantly for feeding by dolphins.
No significant opportunistic travel rate and opportunistic calf rate hot spots were
identified. This absence of significant opportunistic travel rate and calf rate hot spots may
be because the average rate of occurrence for these groups is generally very high (65.26%
for both travel and calves). The difference between the average rate of opportunistic
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travel behavior or opportunistic dolphin groups with calves and the rate of their most
significant hot spots was not large enough to be identified at alpha level of p < .001.
Potential opportunistic travel rate hot spots and calf rate hot spots exhibited higher than
average rates and were identified throughout the middle and southern boat channel near
the significant transect travel hot spot and significant transect calf hot spot south of Duck
Island. This result shows that the boat channel was used by dolphins for traveling and by
dolphin groups with calves but they do not represent areas that were significant at alpha
level of p < .001. The absence of significant opportunistic hot spots for travel behavior
and dolphin groups with calves indicates that the average rate of occurrence for travel
behavior and calves is very similar across the area where the wildlife ecotour boat
surveyed.
The results from the opportunistic behavioral rate analysis did not support transect
habitat use conclusions. High rates of feeding behavior were observed in the middle boat
channel during opportunistic surveys, but this pattern was not observed during transect
surveys. Also, similar rates of travel behavior and dolphin groups with calves were
observed across the surveyed area which indicates that Roanoke Sound is used regularly
for travel and by dolphin groups with calves. These results provide information on the
distribution of dolphin behavior and groups with calves, but the opportunistic data do not
provide reliable results for habitat use analyses. The behavioral rate analysis has potential
to identify areas that are used significantly for behaviors and by dolphin groups with
calves, but this analysis is limited by the spatial bias in the opportunistic dataset. The
information on behavior from opportunistic data can be useful for conservation and
population management; however, spatial analyses of opportunistic data are limited to the
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area that was frequently surveyed by the wildlife ecotour boat. If survey effort were
recorded for opportunistic surveys, it is possible that the opportunistic data may be more
reliable for habitat use analyses since survey bias would be controlled for during
analyses. Although, transect surveys still provide more accurate information on habitat
use because these surveys consistently surveyed the entire area.
Opportunistic Social and Mill Hot Spots
Social and mill behaviors were not observed very often compared to feed and
travel behaviors (Table 5). These behaviors were not examined during transect analyses
due to insufficient sample size, but the large sample size of the opportunistic data allowed
for these behaviors to be analyzed. Three opportunistic social hot spots were identified in
the middle boat channel and south of the mouth of Broad Creek. However, the average
rate of social occurrence in these opportunistic social hot spots was very similar to the
average rate of social occurrence across all opportunistic dolphin groups (32.31% and
31.82%, respectively). These results suggest that the opportunistic social hot spots do not
represent areas that are used significantly for social behavior and the results are
influenced by survey bias.
To support this conclusion, there were no significant opportunistic social rate hot
spots identified in Roanoke Sound. Potential opportunistic social rate hot spots were
clustered in the middle boat channel and around the mouth of Broad Creek, but the social
rate of these potential hot spots was only slightly higher than the average rate of social
occurrence for all opportunistic dolphin groups (36.95% and 31.82%, respectively). This
difference in social rates does not represent a significant difference at alpha level of p <
.001. Therefore, no areas in Roanoke Sound were used significantly for social behavior.
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This result suggests that the distribution of social behavior in Roanoke Sound is
influenced by other factors besides the group’s location in the survey area. These factors
may include group size, the age and sex of group members, the association patterns of
group members, the time of day, and whether the group members’ energy requirements
have been met through feeding (Shane, Wells, & Würsig, 1986). Since Roanoke Sound is
a small area, it is possible that the occurrence of social behavior is determined by the
context of the group rather than the location of the group.
Opportunistic mill hot spots were clustered in the southern part of the boat
channel south of the mouth of Broad Creek and exhibited a higher than average rate of
mill occurrence across all opportunistic dolphin groups (17.02% and 8.69%,
respectively). The significant opportunistic mill rate hot spots overlapped the significant
opportunistic mill hot spots. These results show the area south of the mouth of Broad
Creek is used significantly for milling behavior. From surface observations, milling
behavior represents lingering in an area without directional movement elsewhere;
however, this behavior may in many cases be associated with feeding, socializing and
resting behaviors (Shane et al., 1986). The mouths of estuaries are hypothesized to be
highly productive areas and dolphins have been reported to cluster in these areas to
forage for prey (Acevedo, 1991; Ballance, 1992; Hanson & Defran, 1993; Harzen, 1998).
It is possible that dolphin groups exhibit milling behavior as they forage for prey and that
the area south of the mouth of Broad Creek represents a feeding hot spot. Also, one
opportunistic social hot spot was located south of the mouth of Broad Creek, but the
opportunistic social hot spots were concluded to be influenced by survey bias. This area
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south of the mouth of Broad Creek appears to be used significantly for milling and it may
be linked to feeding behavior.
Habitat Characteristics and Environmental Variable Interaction
with Transect Group Density
The habitat characteristics and environmental variables were not able to predict
transect group density, but the results from this analysis were inconclusive. The one
kilometer resolution was most likely too coarse for this analysis and did not accurately
represent an appropriate scale for variation of habitat characteristics and environmental
variables throughout the survey area. A finer resolution of 500 meters also resulted in an
insignificant prediction of transect group density by these variables. Both CART analyses
suggest that the tested variables are not predicting transect group density better than
random chance.
This environmental analysis was potentially limited by grid cell resolution, small
transect sample size, temporal scale, and absence of some environmental data where
dolphin groups were not present. It is possible that the resolution should be adjusted to a
smaller grid cell size to more accurately represent the small amount of variation for these
habitat characteristics and environmental variables in Roanoke Sound. Also, there was a
small amount of variation in transect group density across grid cells due to the limited
sample size. The limited transect sample size prevented analyses across a smaller
temporal scale so that annual and seasonal changes in transect group density and its
interaction with these habitat and environmental variables could not be examined. More
transect data should be collected to increase sample size for this analysis and examine the
interactions between habitat characteristics and environmental variables both at a finer66

scale resolution and smaller temporal periods. Additional environmental variable
information should also be collected where dolphin groups were not present in order to
accurately determine if a habitat characteristic or environmental variable explained the
variation within transect group density. For example, water temperature and salinity were
only collected when dolphin groups were present in the area; thus, sampling could bias
the environmental analysis because water temperature and salinity were unknown in
areas where dolphins were not present. It is possible that these habitat characteristics and
environmental variables interact with transect group density, but this analysis was unable
to determine this interaction because of the previously discussed limitations.
Summary
This study is the first study to examine habitat use patterns for dolphins in
Roanoke Sound. Transect analyses showed that dolphins used the southern part of
Roanoke Sound as a seasonal feeding area and transit route. This area was also used
significantly by dolphins groups with calves so it may represent a nursery area for calves,
but more data are needed to determine whether this area is used as a nursery area. This
study shows that Roanoke Sound is an important area for this seasonal community of
dolphins and provides information of potential use for their conservation and
management.
The opportunistic results were heavily biased by concentrated survey effort in the
middle boat channel. The behavioral rate analysis was determined to be reliable when
tested with transect data because it mostly identified hot spots that either overlapped or
were spatially close to significant transect survey effort-controlled hot spots.
Opportunistic behavioral rate analyses showed that the middle boat channel near the
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Washington Baum Bridge was used significantly for feeding and the area south of the
mouth of Broad Creek was used significantly for milling. The opportunistic dataset was
not reliable for habitat use analyses due to spatial bias in the dataset. Transect surveys
with standardized survey effort provide accurate information about dolphin habitat use
and these methods should be applied whenever possible to gather information about a
dolphin community. Spatially-biased opportunistic datasets may provide useful
information on dolphin behavior, but they have limited use for spatial analyses. Survey
effort should be recorded for opportunistic surveys in order to control for survey bias.
Conservation Implications
Opportunistic datasets can provide an abundant amount of information on dolphin
behavior. In this study, sample sizes varied greatly between transect surveys and
opportunistic surveys. Transect data had small sample sizes for mill and social behavior
which prevented habitat use analyses for these behaviors. The opportunistic data provided
an abundant amount of data that allowed for all behavioral states to be analyzed.
However, the opportunistic dataset was not reliable with transect data on dolphin
distribution and habitat use. Survey bias in the opportunistic dataset skewed results from
spatial analyses and led to inaccurate conclusions about dolphin distribution and habitat
use. Opportunistic data can still be a useful resource for information on marine mammal
behavior, and potentially site-fidelity and individual association patterns through photoidentification, but it may have limited use for spatial analyses of marine mammals due to
survey bias.
A potential concern for analyzing opportunistic data collected from wildlife
ecotours is whether the wildlife ecotour influences dolphin behavior and if these
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behavioral changes are harmful for dolphins. Studies have shown that bottlenose dolphin
behavior can be altered by the presence of wildlife ecotours (Constantine, Brunton, &
Dennis, 2004; Lusseau, 2004. Constantine and colleagues (2004) observed a decrease in
dolphin resting behavior and increase in milling behavior in the presence of wildlife
ecotours. Lusseau (2004) observed decreases in social and resting behavior and increases
in travel behavior when dolphins were approached by a wildlife ecotour boat. A
significant decrease in time spent resting and socializing may have harmful effects on
dolphin populations (Constantine et al., 2004; Lusseau, 2004). Wildlife ecotours may
vary in how closely they approach dolphins and how long they maintain proximity to
dolphins which can influence dolphin behavior. Behavioral differences were not observed
between transect surveys and opportunistic surveys in this study. The wildlife ecotour
captain attempted to follow safe boating guidelines around dolphins during opportunistic
surveys such as maintaining 50 meters from dolphins. However, a focal follow study
would be necessary to determine if the wildlife ecotour influences dolphin behavior in
this survey area.
Spatially-biased opportunistic data may not be useful for spatial analyses, but it
may be valuable for addressing data gaps on marine mammal behavior, site fidelity, and
individual association patterns in areas with no previous standardized survey coverage
and providing additional information for areas with limited standardized survey coverage.
Although, it is important to determine the effects of wildlife ecotours on dolphin
populations and to minimize the harmful effects caused by wildlife ecotours if they are
present. Wildlife ecotours are often conducted multiple times throughout a day when
wildlife are present in the area and this repeated exposure may produce chronic effects on
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the animals that accumulate over time. These effects should be determined and the
harmful impacts should be minimized in order to conserve wildlife.
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APPENDIX A – Hot Spot Analysis
Background Information
The “Hot Spot Analysis” tool in ArcGIS calculates the Getis-Ord Gi* statistic
which is used to examine clustering patterns in spatial data. This tool examines a
specified numeric field in a shapefile, such as dolphin groups/km or dolphin groups/cell
in this study. The spatial statistic detects a significant hot spot when a grid cell contains a
high value and is also surrounded by grid cells with similarly high values, thus indicating
a cluster of grid cells with high values. Alternatively, the Getis-Ord Gi* statistic also
identifies cold spots which are clusters of grid cells with low values. This spatial statistic
identifies hot spots and cold spots by calculating a local sum for each grid cell which is
the sum of a grid cell and its closest neighboring grid cells. This observed local sum is
compared to the expected local sum that is based on the global sum which is the sum of
all the grid cells. A z-score and p-value are calculated for each grid cell based on this
comparison between the observed local sum and expected local sum. If the observed local
sum deviates from the expected local sum greater than expected from random chance,
then a statistically significant z-score and p-value result. These statistically significant
grid cells are either hot spots, significant clusters of grid cells with high values, or cold
spots, significant clusters of grid cells with low values (ArcGIS Resource Center, 2012;
Getis & Ord, 1992; Ord & Getis, 1995). The approach to identify significant hot spots
and cold spots of dolphin groups for this study was adapted from a study that identified
dolphin foraging hot spots in Mississippi Sound (Smith et al., 2013).
There are several factors that must be determined prior to conducting a hot spot
analysis. First, a numeric field of information must be chosen as the analysis field for the
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hot spot analysis. This analysis field was either dolphin groups/survey km for the transect
analyses or dolphin groups/grid cell for opportunistic analyses.
The second factor that must be considered is the conceptualization of spatial
relationships to conduct the hot spot analysis. There are multiple options for the
conceptualization of spatial relationship decision provided in the hot spot analysis tool.
For this study, a combination of these options was chosen to conduct the hot spot analysis
in order to better analyze the data at an appropriate scale. First, the distance threshold in
which spatial autocorrelation occurs must be determined. Spatial autocorrelation is the
concept that as two features are similar in distance, they are also similar in value
(Bolstad, 2008, p. 452). Spatial autocorrelation is important in the hot spot analysis
because it indicates that grid cells with similar values are clustered together and hot spots
or cold spots are present in the dataset. If the data do not exhibit spatial autocorrelation,
then accurate hot spots or cold spots will not be detected. The distance threshold of
spatial autocorrelation is determined by conducting the ‘Average Nearest Neighbor’
analysis in ArcGIS. This tool determined the average distance between each dolphin
group and its nearest neighboring dolphin group to determine the scale at which dolphins
groups were distributed throughout their habitat.
Once the average nearest neighbor distance was calculated, the ‘Incremental
Spatial Autocorrelation’ tool in ArcGIS was applied to determine the distance at which
spatial autocorrelation peaked. The Incremental Spatial Autocorrelation tool runs a series
of Spatial Autocorrelation (Global Moran’s I) tests at various distances to determine the
degree of spatial autocorrelation and track how spatial autocorrelation changes across
space. Each distance interval was given an associated z-score and p-value to represent the
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significance of spatial autocorrelation at that distance interval (ArcGIS Resources, 2013).
The distance at which spatial autocorrelation first peaked at a significant level was used
as the distance threshold to conduct the hot spot analysis (Smith et al., 2013).
The hot spot analysis can also consider a certain number of neighboring grid cells
in which to calculate the local sum for each grid cell. At least eight neighboring grid cells
are recommended for the Getis-Ord Gi* statistic to calculate the observed local sum for
each grid cell (Getis & Ord, 1992). A ‘Spatial Weights Matrix’ file was created to specify
multiple parameters for the hot spot analysis. The first parameter was the distance
threshold determined by the Incremental Spatial Autocorrelation tool and the second
parameter was including at least eight neighboring grid cells in the observed local sum
calculation. The hot spot analysis would initially calculate the observed local sum of each
grid cell and all its neighbors within the specified distance threshold. If there were not at
least eight neighbors within the specified distance threshold, then the distance threshold
was expanded to include at least eight neighbors around each grid cell. This spatial
weights matrix file was selected as the conceptualization of spatial relationships for the
Hot Spot Analysis (Getis-Ord Gi*) analysis to allow for the flexibility that not all grid
cells will have eight neighbors within the specified distance threshold.
Summary List of Hot Spot Analysis
1. Conduct “Average Nearest Neighbor” analysis on dolphin groups to
determine the average distance between dolphin groups.
2. Conduct “Incremental Spatial Autocorrelation” analysis on the survey grid
cells starting with the average nearest neighbor distance as the beginning
distance interval to examine spatial autocorrelation of the survey grid cells
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over space. Choose the first significant peak in spatial autocorrelation as the
distance threshold for the hot spot analysis.
3. Generate a “Spatial Weights Matrix” file to specify both the distance
threshold at which spatial autocorrelation first peaked and include at least
eight neighbors in the observed local sum calculation for each grid cell.
4. Conduct the “Hot Spot Analysis (Getis-Ord Gi*) tool using either the dolphin
groups/km or dolphin groups/cell as the analysis field and select the spatial
weights matrix file as the conceptualization of spatial relationships (Figure
A1).

Figure A1. Hot spot analysis model.
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APPENDIX B Sample Size Comparisons
The number of dolphins groups differed greatly between transect surveys and
opportunistic surveys with many more groups observed opportunistically during wildlife
ecotours. In order to determine if sample size differences between the transect survey and
opportunistic surveys influenced the hot spot results, three types of opportunistic samples
were selected from the opportunistic data. These three opportunistic samples had the
same sample size of dolphin groups as the transect data, but the opportunistic samples
varied by how they were temporally matched to each transect dolphin group. The three
opportunistic samples of dolphin groups included a close match, a random match, and a
randomized sample. The close match sample selected the opportunistic dolphin group
that was closest to the date of each transect dolphin group. The random match sample
selected opportunistic dolphin groups randomly within those that were observed during
the same year and month as the matched transect dolphin group. The randomized sample
selected an opportunistic dolphin group using a random number generator in Microsoft
Excel (Redmond, WA) to match each transect dolphin group. The hot spots from each
opportunistic sample were compared to the transect hot spots to determine the extent of
overlap between the opportunistic sample and transect data.
Comparisons of the three opportunistic samples and the transect hot spots
indicated that the number and location of hot spots changed when sample size was
adjusted and based on how opportunistic dolphin group samples were selected (Figure
A1).
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Figure A1. Comparison of opportunistic sample hot spots.
Hot spots for close match opportunistic sample (left), hot spots for random match opportunistic sample (center), and hot spots for
random opportunistic sample (right).

Opportunistic hot spots identified significant and potential hot spots distributed
throughout the middle boat channel and these hot spots did not overlap with any
significant transect hot spots. Standardizing sample sizes between opportunistic data and
transect data showed that the number and location of opportunistic hot spot results
slightly differed from the 95% opportunistic hot spot results. The close match
opportunistic sample identified three hot spots at p < .001 and two potential hot spots (p <
.01) were identified in the middle boat channel. One potential close match hot spot (p <
.01) was near one of the transect hot spots south of Duck Island. The random match
opportunistic sample identified three hot spots at p < .001 and three potential hot spots at
p < .01 in the middle boat channel and area south of Duck Island. One of these significant
random match opportunistic hot spots neighbored a significant transect hot spot. The
random opportunistic sample identified three hot spots at p < .001 and eleven potential
hot spots at p < .01 and p < .05 distributed throughout the middle boat channel and
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southern area near Duck Island. Standardizing sample sizes between transect and
opportunistic data resulted in a smaller number of significant opportunistic hot spots
which was similar to the number of significant transect hot spots. Temporally matching
the opportunistic and transect dolphin groups resulted in fewer potential opportunistic hot
spots being identified which was also more similar to the number of transect hot spots.
The majority of the opportunistic sample hot spots remained distributed in the middle
boat channel similar to the previous opportunistic hot spot results. All three opportunistic
samples identified either a significant hot spot or potential hot spot near the significant
transect hot spot south of Duck Island, but there were no overlapping hot spots between
the opportunistic samples and transect data.
Standardizing sample sizes between transect data and opportunistic data only
slightly increased the reliability between transect and opportunistic hot spots results. This
slight increase in reliability was due to obtaining fewer significant opportunistic hot spots
and this number of opportunistic hot spots was more similar to the number of significant
transect hot spots. The majority of hot spots from all three opportunistic samples were
clustered in the middle boat channel and only one to two additional opportunistic hot
spots were identified in the southern part of Roanoke Sound. This result suggests that
survey bias was the main contributor to differences between opportunistic and transect
hot spot results and sample size differences were not a potential confound. Survey bias
was still evident in smaller samples of opportunistic data that were matched to transect
data. The standardization of sample sizes between opportunistic data and transect data is
not a viable method to increase reliability of opportunistic data with transect data.
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APPENDIX C – IACUC Approval Letter
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